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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.8 

 

General 

 AKWK-A5NHFB - It wasn’t possible to use Selections of Customers/Suppliers when searching in the Exact 
Match Search – Sales and Exact Match Search – Purchase procedures. 

 GÅNY-A5XAP6 - The button Reactivate in the Register Agreement - Purchase and Register Agreement 
– Sales procedures didn’t work as it supposed to and all changes weren’t displayed in the Modification log. 

 GÅNY-A5XBZD - It wasn’t possible to change status to Historical and Cancelled and then save in the 
Register Agreement – Sales and Register Agreement – Purchase procedures. 

 SWIO-A6DKBG - Decimals was displayed with decimals but was rounded off in designed PopUp Parts. 

 AFOG-A6ECWN - MONITOR beeps when certain things are made, the beeps shall no longer slow down 
MONITOR. 

 FPEN-A6LCA2 - Now it’s possible to copy a Text number from a procedure to another by manually enter the 
text number when you have selected Copy… in a Comment window. That means that it’s for instance 
possible to copy an Internal comment on a Nonconformity to a Comment window in another procedure. 

 AFOG-A6UF4K - If you had set a filter with Type on a designed PopUp Parts, an error message was 
displayed when you used the Find-as-you-Type (FayT) feature. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-A4JK4P - News: A new check box to display Only subcontracts operations is added in list type Pick list 
in the Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure. 

 SSÖG-A4RGCA - A text about XML file attached in the e-mail was displayed in the e-mail with purchase 
order sent from the Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) and Reprint Subcontract Document 
procedure, even if no XML file was attached.  

 JLIN-A4RGTA - Synchronization of material and operation in the Adding / Replanning procedure gave 
incorrect date on the material. 

 CSIG-A4UHYM - Work Center was incorrectly displayed on Subcontract documents printed in the Register 
Manufacturing Order procedure. 

 JLIN-A5EKWS - Empty pages were included in the printout of pick lists from the Pick List (Manufacturing) 
procedure. 

 JLÖR-A5NDJY - Withdrawn tools weren’t displayed on the Return tab in the Tool Depot procedure. 

 PFLN-A5UKP5 - News: To get the Comment and Linked document on the Manufacturing tab for Purchased 
parts (incorporated material) to be displayed on the Manufacturing order, you will have to activate the 
Setting "Create own addl. text numbers on M-orders?" and the new Setting "Copy the material row's 
manufacturing comment when placing orders" on the M-tab in the Settings procedure. 

 PPEN-A6CEUJ - If the reporting Work center had the setting Do not AutoReport material, the previous Work 
centers that had the setting Do not report weren’t reported. 

 CSIG-A6CLDS - No data was displayed on the M-parts tab in the Post-Calculation procedure. 

 JLÖR-A6RM89 - The alternative "Merge information" in the setting "Manage instruction from incorporated 
fictitious part's operation row" didn’t work if the text number were too high. 
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Purchase 

 LAHM-A4NEFE - Now is also Bank account type and Allocation code displayed when you import supplier 
invoices in the Import Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 KFTM-A4ZKCU - An adjustment is made in the Payments Out procedure. If you have activated Go to next 
field with Enter, you will be able to move in the procedure by using enter when you have selected Supplier 
code. 

 LREM-A64HNF - It wasn’t possible to open the Pre-coding window on a registered supplier invoice (not final 
coded) in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure, press Cancel, open the Pre-coding again and press 
OK. 

 LREM-A66DB9 - It was possible to final code supplier invoices in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure, even if you only were permitted to register supplier invoices. 

 SHYS-A6AGCN - This adjustment only applies to systems used in Lithuania. Now it’s possible to change 
account number on payment suggestions and save it without any problems. 

 LAHM-A6ALK2 - News: SEPA payments in Germany are implemented in MONITOR. The Setting 
"International payment format" need to be set to Germany SEPA and some settings need to be made for 
the supplier in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 LAHM-A6BHQL - It wasn’t possible to change type of bank account on a registered/final coded supplier 
invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 CSIG-A6CKSV - The Setup price could be incorrect on the Purchase order if you created Purchase order 
from Customer order. This error could occur if the Supplier had another currency than the Company 
currency and had a Setup price on the Supplier link. 

 PFLN-A6DDN3 - If you use MONITOR Basic (adaptation 317) the features for Expenses is available in the 
system. 

 LAHM-A6EGMJ - This applies to systems used in Lithuania: The SEPA payment file is adjusted and contains 
correct information. 

 AKWK-A6EGDQ - It wasn’t possible to create nonconformities and print transport labels when you reported 
reject in the Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure. 

 MSÖT-A6JKY6 - This only applies to systems used in Finland. If you imported supplier invoices (Finvoice) in 
the Import Supplier Invoice procedure, credit invoices were imported with negative amount and the 
accounting also became incorrect. 

 JEDS-A6UD4A - If you used AutoRuns in the Import EDI Orders (Purchase) procedure and import files 
were missing, the entire sequence runs was terminated. 

 AKWK-A77CQ2 - If you checked Bank charge in the Update Supplier procedure, it wasn’t possible to 
enter anything in the Bank charge field because of the Int. pmt. button that incorrectly was placed over the 
Bank charge field. 

Sales 

 FOHN-A4DHYS - News: Now it’s possible to auto run the Forecast / EDI Import procedure in the 
AutoRuns procedure. Settings for this are available under the button Extra info in the Update Customer 
procedure. Please note that AutoRuns is a part of the supplement MONITOR Agent. 

 SHYS-A5GAK6 - If you sold anything with Reversed liability for payment in Estonia, the "Special code" 
wasn’t displayed correctly on the VAT report. This applies to the KMD INF report. 

 CSIG-A5NH6W - The supplement Customer Order Transfer didn’t work properly if you also used adaptation 
406 "Complete FIFO for purchase parts". 

 SSÖG-A5UGG6 - Order number wasn’t displayed in all Register Purchase Order windows that were 
opened when you created purchase orders from customer orders. 
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 SSÖG-A5UK9B - If you had discount from the Discount matrix activated, it could incorrectly overrule the 
imported value in the Import EDI Orders procedure. This could occur if the Setting "Import EDI Orders 
does not save price from imported message" wasn’t activated. 

 FOHN-A5YBQ4 - News: A new Extra info setting "Include part's weight per unit in customer orders?" is 
added in the Update Customer procedure, this setting will include the parts weight per unit on the 
customer order. 

 FOHN-A63EAX - The Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure could report incorrect delivered quantity if 
the Setting "Don't mix packages with different batch nos. in Pick List EDI" is activated. A new setting "Allow 
package management during don't mix packages" is added that adds a new behavior in the Pick List and 
Pick List Delivery Reporting procedures. The setting "Don't mix packages with different batch nos. in 
Pick List EDI" will now activate Show all locations. 

 LREM-A63EWC - Incorrect message was displayed when you tried to transfer a Customer invoice by ledger 
or direct integration of ledger into Accounting in the next accounting year if Year switch wasn’t made yet. 

 LREM-A66FCH - This only affects systems used in Lithuania. EDI invoices with forms adapted for Lithuania 
are adjusted, now the additional text on the invoice will be displayed in the sub-header. 

 SWIO-A66L5W - The Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure wrote time in the column kl_ldatum in the 
database which caused problem in the Delivery Reliability procedure. 

 FOHN-A67D83 - News: A new Setting is added on the Sales tab under Shipping "Load as Pick-up 
instruction on shipping documents", the alternatives are: Nothing, Delivery instructions and Goods labeling. 

 GÅNY-A67DBX - If you didn’t use Late payment fee on Customers, the Due date was displayed with 
incorrect date format on the invoice. The format was always YYYYMMDD no matter country and setting on 
the Customer. 

 LAHM-A67JD3 - Printout of invoices with the Agent didn’t work properly if you had one printer registered in 
the Agent and another registered on the User. The Agent is a supplement. 

 LAHM-A6ALB5 - News: Factoring for Germany is implemented in MONITOR. An EDI link with Format group 
107 and Format number 234 is required. 

 AFOG-A6CMAF - An error message was displayed in the Pack List procedure if you used the Crystal 
Reports version of the Pack list form. 

 FOHN-A6JEKQ - The Watermark was missing on the CMR waybill in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure. 

 JEDS-A6KKWT - Log of event 172 (Imp. del.sched. urgent warn.) in the Historical Events procedure could 
display incorrect value. 

 PFLN-A6MD5Z - If you used Crystal Reports forms and the setting "Decimals under 'Each' on 
orders/inquiries" was set on 5 decimals, only two decimals was printed on the Purchase order and the 
round off became incorrect if you used three decimals on the order rows. The amount became incorrect on 
the rows and on the form. Now the form also displays correct number of decimals. 

 JELA-A6RDVJ - News: We have implemented the new routing for DSV that is valid from 2016-02-01. The 
new file DSV_Routing.csv is available on our website. 

 PFLN-A6RHLH - A new printout of Order Confirmation in the Register Customer Order procedure 
changed Initial printout date. 

 GÅNY-A6TAPC - Incorrect result was displayed in the Invoicing Log procedure. List type Only total if you 
had selected another Compare price than Standard price and added SO mark-up. 

 SSÖG-A72JG4 - MONITOR shut down with a program error after printout and approval of invoices in the 
Print EDI Invoices procedure. This occurred if you used format number 172. 

Inventory 

 FPEN-A5ABG5 - Default values for the Search form in the Cost of Poor Quality procedure didn’t work 
properly. 
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 SSTG-A5VBES - A program error occurred in the Update Part – Inventory procedure if you added a 
location and the Setting "Use age analysis?" wasn’t activated and you opened the Prioritize locations 
window. 

 JLÖR-A64C4G - The Purchase Order Suggestion procedure will create one stock order per WH purchase, 
even if the parts have different supplier links. 

 FPEN-A6SE2R - The Refill List – Purchase procedure shut down with a program error if you used 

Distributed purchase. 

 AKWK-A67DMY - There were empty pages in the export of Inventory difference to PDF in the Physical 
Inventory Difference procedure. 

 MWIK-A6ECHR - The Rescheduling Analysis procedure displayed an error message and the analysis 
wasn’t made when there was a linked purchase order to a manufacturing order, but a material reporting 
number was missing. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-A6REQ4 - When you generated Calendars for Poland, the calendar got some incorrect holidays. 

 SSTG-A6RJ7A - The heading Code on the Indirect work tab in the Codes procedure was displayed twice. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-A58K85 - All Cost types registered in the Register Basic Data – Project procedure that had a cost 
weren’t displayed on the General tab in the Register Project procedure. 

 LAHM-A5YEHL - Several persons can now use the Register Costs / Activities Directly procedure at the 
same time to register data without getting any problems with the number series. The procedure will always 
find the next available number in the number series. 

 LREM-A63CU4 - The number series wasn’t updated correctly when you used the Activity Reporting – 
Project procedure. 

 GÅNY-A67EHR - Now you can register a new order and update an existing Purchase/Customer order with a 

Project number that has an account from the matrix, even if your Account profile doesn’t have rights to the 
account. 

 LREM-A6AC7W - An adjustment is made in the Scheduled Depreciation procedure. Now the calculation 
will use the number of days for the year that the depreciation affects, even if you have switched year to 
next year that is a leap year. 

 LREM-A6AECF - It wasn’t possible to reverse vouchers in the Register Vouchers procedure if you used 
other languages that Swedish and English. 

 MWIK-A6LDK5 - It was only possible to save nine rows with default values on the Activities tab in the 
Register Project procedure. Now it’s possible to save default values for 25 activity rows. 

 GÅNY-A6YENF - This error could only occur in systems with adaptation 275 Norwegian accounting. In 
version 08.01 of MONITOR, the column Order number was displayed in the Register Vouchers procedure. 
The column was also possible to edit. This column shall only be visible in systems with adaptation 100 
Management Accounting. 

General Settings 

 SSÖG-A63J4Q - Log of Historical events of type 172 (Imp. del.sched. urgent warn.) was empty if Part 
number was unknown. 

 GÅNY-A6AEAC - News: Now it’s possible to select Danish Set of forms in the Company Info procedure. 
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Management Accounting 

 GÅNY-A5VBUW - All terms you have added under Other terms and the Advanced button in the Update 
Coding Method procedure is displayed in the Coding Method List. Previously only the first row of the 
advanced terms was displayed. 

 SHYS-A6QKWF - When you updated to version 08.01, the Inventory log coded 0,00 if you had any of the 
price lists as the price alternative. 
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